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1. In his paper on "Estimation in time-series regression"
Durbin^ has given the following results for the least squares estima
tors of the parameters p in the regression equation

where 7 is an « X 1 vector

X is the nxA: matrix

^11.

L^«i- j

of n sets of observations of 'the k variates X,c some of which
may be lagged F's the rank of X not being less than k ;

and € is the error-variable vector with

. £(€)=0, ...(1)

and

£(€€') =

Prior to obtaining the results Durbin first considers the set of
unbiased linear estimating equations
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for obtaining the estimators b of the parameters p where ti and are
&kxk matrix and k x 1 vector respectively of functions of all the
variables involved and

£(0=-I •
and

- ...(3)

He shows that

Vih^ + h)-g~'

is a positive definite or semi-definite, matrix', g being the information
matrix. is therefore the minimal-variance-matrix for all

satisfying conditions (3).

^f + is any other estimating equation satisfying condition
(3) and if • , '

+'2)—+•^2)

is a negative definite or semidehnite matrix for all such +
Durbin calls the equation (2) the best unbiased linear estimating
equation of p.

As a particular case Durbin; considers the case when the regres
sion relationship (1) holds and i

(i) g's are distributed normal y,

or {ii) €'s are non-normal and have finite moments.

In case (i) (1) the maximum-likelihood, estimates are given by

M-\X'Xf^-X'Y)^Q ...(4)

where .

E{X'X)=M,

and the information-matrix is given by MjaK : .

Further the variance-matrix of M7\X'X^—X'Y) is

Hence according to Durbin's definitions the maximum-likelihood
equations are the best unbiased linear estimating equations for all
sample sizes. (2) If further X'X converges stochastically to I
and a diagonal matrix depending on n only exists such that

-> JV, a. finite (p.d.) matrix

as 71 00

^ - S„(6-p) and' -S„M-\X'-Xp~X'r)
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have the same limiting distrijbutions-as n oo provided they exist.
In particular p) has 0 as mean andaW as variance-matrix in
the limit as n -> co.

S^=(y-Xb)' {y-Xb)jn-k

is again an asymptotically unbiased estimator of a-..

In case (//) whea the €'s'are non-normal it is still true that the
least squares estimators-are given by the unbiased linear estimating
equations • . .

M-\X'Xb-X'Y)=Q .;.(5)

with £[M-i(ZZ'p-ZT)] = 0

and V[M:-\XX'^^-X'Y)] = a•'M-\

Durbin further shows that results as of case (/) are valid here also.

2. In this note ,a further property of asymptotic minimum
variance is proved for the least'squares estimators of p in the case
of non-normal errors with finite moments'. , • -

The estimating- equations for [3 given by (5) are a particular
case of linear estimating equations given by

Bb-Ay=Q ...(6)
with . , E{:B)—l,

where A and B are matrices of functions of elements in X. Let

these equations be unbiased estimating, equations.

Then

E{B^-Ay)=(i

or E[{B-AX)^-AQ=Q , ..,(7)

Hence £'(5-^Z)=0 or £(^Z)=£(5)=1 ....(8)
and ...(9)

Conditions (9) are satisfied if is uncorrelated with elements
in the /•"' column of A for all r.

Let us further assume that B—AX ...(10)

and converges to I stochastically •••(H)

and is distributed independently of elements in the first r columns
of A. • • ' ...(12)

Because of assumptions (id)! ,, . ,

{B-AX)^-A^--A^.
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Hence V{B^-Ay)=V(-A^)
^a'E(AA') ...(13)

because of assumptions (12).

But E(AA')

=E[{{A - M-^X')+M-iX'){{A- M-^X')+M-^X')']

=E[(A-M-''X')(A—M-''X'y+{A-M-^X')XM-^
+M-^X'(A'-XM~^)+M-^X'XM-^

= E[{A-M-^X')(A-M~^X'y]+M-\

since E{AX)= 1

and E(X'X)=M.

(A—M~'̂ X')(A—M-'̂ X'y has non-negative diagonal elements. Hence

E[(A—M-^X')(A—M~^X'y] has non-negative diagonal ele
ments.

Hence E(AA') has minimum diagonal elements when
A—M~^X^—0 and by condition (10) B='M-^X'X, so that the equa
tions (6) reduce to the l.h.s. of equation (5). Hence the elements of
B^—Ay have minimum variance when A=M-^X' and B=M-'^X'X.

Hence since by condition (11)5 converges stochastically to I,
elements in Sn{S^—Ay) and hence in —S„(6—p) have minimum
variances asymptotically when A=M~^X' and B=M-^X'X that is
when b are the |least squares estimators. It can similarly be shown
that S„C(A—p) when C is a A.'x/:.matrix of arbitrary constants and
k'^k to have asymptotically minimum diagonal elements when b are
the least squares estimators of p among estimators given by (6) satis
fying conditions (8) to (12).

Since the mini mum-variance property considered here is only
asymptotic it follows that if

A^=M-^X'^A^

and

B^^A^X

where E{A^X)=0 and A^X

converges stochistically to 0 then the estimators given by B^b—A-^y=0
have the same asymptotic properties as the least square estimators.

It should be noted that A in equations (6) need not have func
tions of elements in X only. The argument and the results are still
valid if A contains some instrumental variables satisfying conditions
(8), (9), (10), (11) and (12).


